+ These authors contributed equally to this work. 2 Old age mortality decline has driven recent increases in lifespans, but there is 3 no agreement about trends in the age-pattern of old deaths. Some hypotheses 4 argue that old-age deaths should have become compressed at high ages, oth-5 ers that old-age deaths should have become more dispersed with age, and yet 6 others are consistent with little change in dispersion. However, direct analyses 7 of old-age deaths presents unusual challenges: death rates at the oldest ages 8 are always noisy; published life tables must assume an asymptotic age pattern 9 of deaths; and the definition of "old age" changes as lives lengthen. Here we 10 use robust percentile-based methods to overcome these challenges and show, 11 for 5 decades in 20 developed countries, that old-age survival follows an ad-12 vancing front, like a traveling wave. The front lies between the 25th and 90th 13 percentiles of old-age deaths, advancing with nearly constant long-term shape 14 but annual fluctuations in speed. The existence of this front leads to several 15 predictions that we verify, e.g., that advances in life expectancy at age 65 are 16 highly correlated with the advance of the 25th percentile, but not with dis-17 1 tances between higher percentiles. Our unexpected result has implications for 18 biological hypotheses about human aging, and for future mortality change.
that endowments, biological or other, are a principal determinant of old-age survival. Our result 92 is consistent with increases in the age of transition to disability, and with the hypothesis that 93 deaths result from an accumulation of detrimental changes at a rate influenced by prosperity. 94 Note that the location of the survival front in any year may be affected by earlier death, 95 e.g., due to opioids (18), as reflected in the annual volatility of changes in the percentiles ( Fig.   96 2, C and D). The advance in survival that we find suggests that the effects of inequality on 97 mortality (19) may be much smaller at old ages than among younger adults. Our results can 98 be used to bound the parameters of some mortality models, but do not explain differences in 99 the location and speed of the front between sexes or countries. The surprising regularity we 100 report should be used to improve mortality forecasts (20) , and implies that we must welcome 101 continued aging in spite of its challenges. 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 Year Percentile Age Gap (yr) 
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A Figure 3 : A. Vertical: long-term speed of (A 25 − 65); horizontal: long-term speed of e 65 (life expectancy at age 65). Each dot is a country; for each dot, the vertical and horizontal lines show 95% confidence intervals for annual speeds. There is a strong positive correlation. B. Vertical: long-term speed of (A 50 − A 25 ); horizontal: long-term speed of e 65 ; each dot is a country. There is nearly zero correlation. C. Long-term speed of (A 75 − A 50 ) (vertical) uncorrelated with longterm speed of e 65 (horizontal axis ). D. Long-term speed of (A 90 − A 75 ) (vertical) uncorrelated with long-term speed of e 65 (horizontal). 
